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PROJECT OVERVIEW
Background
On March 17, 2017, the Province of BC and School District No. 57 (SD57) announced an investment of
$44.3 million to replace the 56-year-old Kelly Road Secondary school. 900 students will be
accommodated in the new state-of-the-art building, built to L.E.E.D gold standards.
In July of 2017, SD57 and the Lheidli T'enneh First Nation announced a five-year partnership and Local
Education Agreement to support the Aboriginal Education Advisory Committee and the 30% of the
students in the district who are Indigenous.
On Nov 29, 2019, for the first time in 73 years, the Lheidli T'enneh hosted a Balhats (potlatch) that
celebrated the partnership between School District 57 and the Lheidli T'enneh First Nation. A
commemorative Lheidli T'enneh flag and plaque will be displayed in every public school in the Lheidli
T'enneh territory within the 2019 – 2020 school year as part of that commitment.
On Feb 25, 2020, at the School District 57 Board of Education Public Meeting, Dayi (Chief) Clayton
Pountney and Lheidli T'enneh Elders were invited to share their stories of the Shas Ti (grizzly trail) and
the history of the land on which the new school is currently being built.
Motion to Rename KRSS
On February 25, 2020, SD57 Board of Education Trustee Trent Derrick put forward a motion at the
regular public board meeting, “…that the Board of Education engage in the process to rename the newly
constructed Kelly Road Secondary School (KRSS) to Shas Ti.” It was moved and carried unanimously by
Board Trustees. The motion was met with public surprise, confusion, frustration, protest and support,
both within the community of Prince George and elsewhere.
The Board Chair and SD57 Senior Administration acknowledged this publicly and enacted a
communications and engagement plan the following day to bring the community together on the
divisive issue and hear constructive feedback from the public on the motion to rename KRSS to Shas Ti.
Board Trustees have committed to receiving the feedback from the questionnaire and considering it as
part of their decision at the regular public Board meeting on April 28, 2020. Their decision will inform
the design and construction schedule of the new building, currently on track to open this September,
2020.
THE ENGAGEMENT COMMITMENT
Public Participation Goal
To work directly with the public throughout the engagement process to ensure that public concerns
and aspirations are consistently understood and considered.
Public Participation Commitment
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School District 57 will work with you to ensure that your concerns and aspirations are directly
reflected in the alternatives developed in determining how to preserve the past (Shas Ti) and present
(Kelly Road) in the new KRSS school building. We will provide regular updates on the process and
participation opportunities, and feedback on how public input influenced the decision.
Final Decision
School District 57 Board of Education Trustees will be making an informed final decision on April 28,
2020 regarding the naming of the new school building after reviewing the feedback presented to
them on April 22, 2020 from the questionnaire.
ENGAGEMENT PLAN OVERVIEW
The initial engagement plan consisted of these elements:
● An advisory group made up of representatives from KRSS (students, staff, alumni, PAC), Lheidli
T'enneh (Elders, Councillors), SD57 (Board of Trustees, Admin, PGDTA, CUPE).
○ The group met four times over a two-week period to guide the school district’s
engagement plan and questionnaire (March 3, 5, 9, 11).
● Six (6) facilitated in-person engagement sessions from (April 1-17).
○ Two in KRSS school
○ Two in Hart community
○ Two at Uda Dune Baiyo - House of Ancestors
● A supplemental online questionnaire (April 1 – 17)
Covid-19 adjustments – March 13, 2020
Given the World Health Organization's COVID-19 pandemic declaration, the suspension of school and
the increased risks of transmission at public gatherings, adjustments included:
● cancelling all in-person public participation sessions
● including an educational presentation in the questionnaire to replace a power point planned for
the in-person sessions
● increasing the questionnaire participation duration to one month: March 20- April 17
● providing a print-and-mail option for the questionnaire
● providing a call-in option to increase accessibility
The Community Engagement Questionnaire launched on March 20, 2020 at 2:00 pm and closed at 4:00
pm, April 17, 2020. To ensure an equitable opportunity for consideration, only feedback provided
through the questionnaire will be considered by Board Trustees in their decision.
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Part of the commitment to engage with community included “providing regular updates on the process
and participation opportunities, and feedback on how public input influenced the decision”. To bring
attention to the public participation opportunity, and keep the public informed over the eight-week
period, the SD57 communications plan included:
1. a subscriber-based newsletter to share updates: 30 subscriptions
2. a @KRSSfeedback email to hear directly from community members1
3. 6 Classroom visits to KRSS students (April 4, 5, 10)
4. A dedicated web page including regularly updated Q&As (5,628 web page visits between March
2- April 17, 2020)
1

Over 100 unique sender emails responded to within the 48 hours of receiving. Over 350 emails in total from
multiple repeat senders.
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

10 press releases
38 media interviews
Regular social media posts (avg 2 per week)
Questionnaire radio ad buy (3 weeks)
Direct emails to current KRSS students, families and employees to engage (April 3, 2020)
Direct emails to KRSS feeder school students, families and employees to engage (April 3, 2020)
Direct email to all SD57 employees to engage (April 16, 2020)
SD57 social media engagements increased: 664 visits to Facebook

NEXT STEPS
SD57 School Board Trustees will receive the information presented on April 22, 2020 and have until
Tuesday, April 28, 2020 to review all feedback—from summarized quantitative data (charts/graphs) to
the verbatim, open-ended responses and comments2.

2

Please note: personally-identifying information, as well as portions of comments not in compliance with
respectful language standards have been removed from the participant-submitted comments in the verbatim
listing; the intent of the comment remains.
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SUMMARY OF INPUT
WHAT WAS ASKED (summary of question themes)
Through the online public participation portal, questions were designed to hear feedback on:
1. suggested names for the future school building– keeping this question open to allow for names
that may not have been considered.
2. how the school district could effectively include both the past history (Shas Ti) and the current
history (Kelly Road) in the new school building (imagery, signage, room namings, artifact
displays, mascot name, colours, etc.).
3. where the interest came from – community, age group, those with close ties to the name
change.
4. how the school district could remain true to its commitment to the Local Education Agreement,
UNDRIP and the tenants of Reconciliation while respecting the response from those opposed to
the change.
METHODOLOGY
The online questionnaire for public participation was launched on March 20 and closed on April 17,
2020. Within the four-week period, a total of 2,707 people responded to the questionnaire. 2,660 used
the online submission method, 35 by phone-in, and 12 people printed and mailed in their responses to
the School Board Office.

The data was collected through a snowball/convenience sample and the data represents the 2,707
people who chose to respond and participate in the questionnaire including those from PG, parts of BC,
Canada and internationally. The questionnaire was designed to replace and give a forum for people who
wished to share their feelings and experiences about the KRSS name change, it is not a randomized
sample of the 74,000 people living in Prince George.
For consideration
This type of data-gathering typically engages people who care enough about an issue to share their
point of view. Those who participate in questionnaires and open houses/feedback sessions are typically
those who are more affected by the change and are more engaged in the outcomes than those who
don’t choose to participate.
Advantages/Disadvantages
Advantages of questionnaire method:
● Accommodates both introverted and extroverted participants
● All respondents receive the exact questions
● Respondents have ample time to complete the questionnaire (not dictated by the duration of an
Open House/meeting time)
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●

Respondents complete the feedback within their own environment, and may not be influenced
by others within a public space (unlike an open mic or Open House session)

Disadvantages
The same information-gathering would have also occurred if SD57 had facilitated the Open House
sessions; however, some of the community groups that SD57 wished to hear more from in the facilitated
open houses—namely students who SD57 had more engagement sessions set aside for—may not be as
well-represented as those who completed the questionnaire, as demonstrated in the data.

WHO RESPONDED
Response rates
The largest number of people responded within the first week: 1,543. Following that, in week two there
were: 137 responses, week three: 407 responses and the final week of the survey was our secondlargest number of participants at 620 responses.

Age (Q12)
The age range of respondents was between under 12 (0.23%) and over 75 (1.5%) years of age. The
largest demographic was made up of those in the 35 – 54 years categories and accounted for 47.86% of
the total respondents. Those who identified as student age (13 – 17 years) made up 4.86% of
respondents to the survey. 74 people chose not to answer.
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Connection to KRSS Community (Q13)
The question asking for participants’ connection to the Kelly Road Community, gave us a challenge with
the data. As respondents were able to check multiple categories to describe themselves, we found that
some respondents’ ages didn’t match their response to this question. For example, only 6 people
identified as Feeder School age (12 and under) in the age question, yet 375 people identified as a
“Feeder School Student” in this question. As well, in the age question, only 128 (or 4.86%) people
identified as a current KRSS student age (13-17), but 431 identified themselves as a “current KRSS
student” in the questionnaire.
Instead, by comparing answers the previous age-related question, we were able to break the
information down more specifically by including current KRSS and Feeder School family members in the
totals. We have included this on the chart below.
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Overwhelmingly, the largest majority of stakeholders (67.22%) identified themselves as “Interested
Community Members”.

Location – where do you reside? (Q14)
Of the 2,707 respondents, the largest number of respondents—60%—identified as being from the Hart
community of Prince George. Other respondent areas included representation from all Prince George
neighbourhoods (Downtown, Bowl, College Heights, Central), the Shelly Reserve; provincially:
Mackenzie, Shuswap Lake, Vancouver Island, nationally: Calgary, AB, Ottawa ON, and internationally:
Missouri, USA.
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Where Participants are From
42

PG Hart

149
103

PG Bowl
PG West

211

PG East
British Columbia
Alberta
515

1650

Canada
International
Unknown

WHAT WE HEARD
Review of presentation (Q1)
One key element of the questionnaire was the educational presentation respondents were encouraged
to review before they answered any questions. The Advisory Group identified key areas of
understanding that would benefit all publics in weighing in on the issue. The presentation included
elements of oral history retelling of Shas Ti, recorded history of Kelly Road school and John Kelly’s
connection to the area and community, a timeline of key events leading up to the renaming motion put
forward on February 25, and photos demonstrating that design and naming elements of the new school
were waiting for a final decision by the Trustees. Reviewing the presentation was optional, and a
resounding number: 88.73% of people viewed it, while 3.03% did not, and 8.72% stated they would
review it at a later date.
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Reconciliation video (Q5)
In addition, the Advisory Group identified that many people, including themselves, were not as well
informed about the understanding of reconciliation as they would like to be or as would be helpful in
appreciating why this motion was brought forward by School Board Trustees. Again, in order for the
public to make a more informed decision while participating in the questionnaire, a video was included
to explain very briefly the importance of reconciliation to the process of moving forward together. An
impressive number of respondents watched the video (73.96%), with 20% saying they would watch the
video, and 6.39% noting they had not watched the video before/while participating in responding to
questions.

Interest in outcome (Q15)
The data shows us that the majority of those who responded to the questionnaire are heavily invested
in the final outcome of the School District No. 57 Board of Trustees’ decision. In fact, a total of 89.78% of
respondents to the questionnaire ranked this question as having high (27.46%) or very high (62.32%)
interest in the final decision. Collectively, those who ranked their interest as low or very low totalled
1.48% of respondents. 8.74% are somewhat interested in the end result.
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Connection to Kelly Road or Shas Ti – Why does this matter to you? (Q2)
The responses to this question helped answer some of the “whys” of this research. People shared why
they cared enough to participate in the questionnaire and other communications channels, both for an
against the name change. Data trends for this response resulted in these themes:
81.53% of respondents self-identified as having a direct link to the current KRSS. This –those who
attended KRSS themselves or had family member(s) who attended or would be attending. Some
respondents had up to six generations of family who were connected to the school—the average was
approximately three. Teachers and former teachers, KRSS employees, coaches and families were also
classified within this category.
8.72% of respondents identified exclusively as Community Members of the Hart, Prince George, and
surrounding First Nations. People identified themselves to these categories intentionally, noting: they
have a right to weigh in because of their Indigenous heritage, they long-standing members of the Hart or
Prince George community, they are tax payers, while others emphasized that they are concerned
citizens who want to live in a progressive community embracing change and reconciliation. This
response group the second most prevalent group of respondents, many of whom have lived in the area
for decades, live near the school, have experienced it evolve, consider it an important part or “pillar” of
the Hart community, described the unique community of the Hart (#HartNation).
3.69% - Indirect link to KRSS – this was the third most prevalent group of respondents: those who
competed against the KRSS Roadrunners in athletics, and those who had friends who went to KRSS, and
teachers in the district. Many mentioned the reputation of the Roadrunners as fierce athletic
competitors, had fond memories of attending the craft fair and other events at KRSS, and
3.36% - identify exclusively as those who support name change to Shas Ti Secondary as necessary.
2.11% - identified as having no connection to either KRSS or Shas Ti.
0.59% - identify exclusively as those who support keeping the Kelly Road Secondary School name.
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The Spirit of Reconciliation (Q6, Q7)
School District 57 is committed to the Local Education Agreement with the Lheidli T’enneh, which was
signed in 2017, ensuring that the 30% of students in the district who are Indigenous are represented and
supported in their learning environments. The advisory group acknowledged that most of the general
public were not aware of this commitment, and therefore, the motion put forward, “that the Board of
Education engage in the process to rename the newly constructed Kelly Road Secondary School to Shas
Ti” caught the public off-guard, both the understanding of the history of John Kelly, Kelly Road and Shas
Ti.
After reading both histories, is there a way that both can be acknowledged in the spirit of
reconciliation? Why or why not? (Q6)
Overwhelmingly, the majority of respondents (85.5%) believe that both histories/stories of Kelly Road
Secondary School and Shas Ti can, and should both be acknowledged together in the spirit of
reconciliation.
Data uncovered these ideas for how that can be demonstrated:
 by keeping both in the school name
 through room and space namings (see Q8) – internal and external to the new school
 through curriculum expansion
 through continued education about both histories
 through art, photography, artifacts displays, informational presentations, timelines
However, many (both supporters of KRSS and Shas Ti) responded that changing the name of this school
from KRSS to Shas Ti or vice versa will not achieve this goal; as reconciliation not a superficial exercise.
A group of respondents also highlighted that the way that this process was undertaken, and the motion
that came forward in February, has had a detrimental effect on the opportunities that reconciliation
presents, because it caused such division—looking to replace one name with another, and one history
with another.
13% of respondents were adamantly opposed to either changing the name from KRSS to Shas Ti or
accepting anything other than Shas Ti as the name for the new school building.
0.5% of respondents either didn’t know how to respond to the question, didn’t feel it was their place to
suggest how or did not understand the question.
(Q7) SD57 is committed to reconciliation through its Local Education Agreement in 2017 and the
Balhats on November 29, 2019. How would incorporating Shas Ti into the new school name and/or
building, support this commitment? What other ways can SD57 demonstrate their commitment? (Q7)
This question asked a lot of our respondents and led to a multitude of answers. It was challenging to pull
themes, although some consistencies still did emerge. As well, many respondents used examples similar
to the following Q8: artifacts, room/space namings, .
The themes, in order of prevalence, were:
 Taking action
o Initiating the naming motion forward to the community was a key action item that
exposed misunderstanding and allowed for the process to begin.
o Incorporating the two names and stories into the school is a key action that
demonstrates reconciliation
 The ways in which SD57 could demonstrate commitment are similar to Q8 and include:
o Strong focus on education: language classes, hands-on learning with Elders, learning
about unceded territory, treaties,
o Demonstration through art, artifacts, educational displays, mascot change, video
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It won’t support the commitment
o you need to do more, naming a building is superficial, it is a divisive action that’s
replacing one history with another, this is just the first step, you need to adopt this
district-wide and have a plan for the future
I don’t know/don’t care – just don’t replace the name KRSS; doesn’t know enough about the LEA
or Balhats to answer the question; interprets name change as the district’s only attempt at
reconciliation.

How can both histories be displayed in the new school building? (Q8)
Most respondents became creative in suggesting where efforts could be made to recognize both the
past of Shas Ti and more recent histories of John Kelly, KRSS, and the current experiences of students
who’ve attended over its 60-year timeframe.
The most popular ideas are listed below, organized within the most prevalent themes, including
overwhelming support for adopting a new mascot, renaming the gym or library (Shas Ti or John Kelly),
displaying past sport banners, uniforms and trophies, an educational/informational visual timeline (
history from Shas Ti to John Kelly to numerous iterations of the school to present day) and initiating
some Shas Ti student awards and/or scholarships.
Strong emphasis was placed on teaching students about their collective history and including more
Indigenous learnings in the school system.
Respondents recommended forming a working group including students, Hart community members,
Lheidli T’enneh, architects, designers, Exploration Place to help implement some of these design ideas
into the new building.
A very small group of respondents felt that both histories did not need to be represented.

o
o

Submitted ideas fell into these most popular
categories:

Art/Artifacts
o
Totem pole, wood carving of grizzly in entrance
o
Indigenous artifacts in library display
o
KRSS banners and trophies in atrium or library
display
o
KRSS photos and memories
o
Indigenous Art mural

Room/Space Namings
o
Library, gym ‘den’ – home of the grizzlies,
hallway, rooms with Dakelh names
o
John Kelly library or wing of school
o
‘Gathering Place’ atrium
o
Kelly Road hallway
o
Shas Ti park, nature walk, garden or field
o
Shas Ti learning centre, theatre

Mascot – change to grizzlies, display Road
Runner mascot

Educational/Informational Displays
Elders presentation/video to students (recommended for all schools)
Historic visual timeline on walls showing history from Shas Ti to present day
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o Teach history of the land through video or presentation
o Plaque in entrance
Other
o Include more traditions, ceremonies in school
o Shas Ti student award and/or scholarship
No comment/do not support representation of both histories in new building

Community suggestions for school name (Q10)
This is a highly anticipated question and one that only two respondents didn’t reply to out of 2,707. It
was recommended to be kept as open-ended, to receive possible naming ideas that had not yet been
considered. A small number of respondents (1%) felt it was not their decision to make—that it should be
left to the Trustees to decide. However, the largest majority of respondents ( 68%) believe the name
should stay as Kelly Road Secondary School. 30% of combined respondents believe the name should
include Shas Ti in some way. Either solely as Shas Ti Secondary (the second largest group of respondents
(13%), in a combined name ( 13%), the most popular being: Kelly Road-Shas Ti Secondary, or keep the
school name as Kelly Road Secondary, with Shas Ti represented within the building and area ( 3% of
respondents). The most popular ideas included room namings (gym, library, gathering place/atrium,
front entrance) or dedication of the land (park, field, path). 34 participants (1%) suggested other names.
The most popular were: Grizzly High School, John Kelly Secondary School, Grace Dove Secondary, or Hart
High School.
o 68% - Kelly Road Secondary School
o 30% - include Shas Ti:
o 13% - Shas Ti Secondary School only
o 13% - Combined: KRST or Kelly Road ShasTi Secondary (KRSS) combined
o 3% - KRSS with Shas Ti recognized
o 1% - Other
o 1% - No idea, not my decision to make
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Why did you choose this name? (Q11)
In the chart below, respondents had the opportunity to expand on their chosen name for the new
school building.
1. KRSS only (64%) – primary reasons included family legacy in attending the school, the feeling
that their personal memories/experiences would be lost, retention of the John Kelly history in
the building, the Shas Ti name has no emotional connection for them, it feels superficial and
offensive, lack of clear process and understanding: why choose to name KRSS and why now?
2. Shas Ti only (13%) for the group, the rationale focused on timing. The majority of respondents in
this category believe that now is the time to move forward with the commitment to Truth and
Reconciliation. They cited the ignorant and sometimes racially motivated statements as a reason
to move forward with the name change, and referenced other historical movements like LGBTQ
rights, integration of schools, women’s rights movement, where people may be unhappy or
uncomfortable but it’s the right change to make at the right time.
3. Combined name - 15% of respondents identified with this category and feel exceptionally strong
about it. They feel it is in keeping with the definition of reconciliation in representing an
extension of history to include the Shas Ti
4. Other – 8% of respondents did not provide a clear answer to the question
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From an educational perspective, how does the name of a school impact student learning? (Q9)
Within the responses most people indicated that the actual name of a school does not impact student
learning, per se. However, many respondents explained that school is more than a place of learning; it
contributes to the development of one’s identity and sense of belonging. This was expressed within the
context of the name Kelly Road and Shas-Ti. A school represents a history and a legacy of a community
and it is important to recognize that for all learners.
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EMERGENT THEMES TO CONSIDER
While not asked of respondents directly, two strong themes of recommendation emerged from the
response data for Board Trustees to consider.
They were:
1. Consider improving the way an impactful decision is managed and communicated in future:
community should be considered earlier in the process, communication should be increased and
consistent in advance of these types of issues, policy on name changes should be drafted.
2. Name change should be just the beginning in educating students, families, and employees
within SD57 about Reconciliation, oral history, unceded territories, role of Elders. The
recommendation suggested this should be a concerted effort lead by School District 57 in
partnership with its three First Nations partners and rolled out within all district schools.
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